The synthetic aperture methods are widely used to extend array aperture by exploiting platform motion. In this paper, a synthetic nested array using moving sensor for DOA estimation is proposed. With the moving sensor, we can construct a longer nested array which is equivalent to the real array. Then traditional DOA estimation algorithms for nested array can also be applied, such as spatial smooth MUSIC algorithm. By extending the array aperture and exploiting synthetic nested array, the DOA estimation performance can be improved. In the ideal case, the performance of synthetic and real array is the same which is vilified by performance analysis and simulations.
Introduction
Direct of arrival (DOA) estimation with high resolution is a fundamental subject in array signal processing. To improve the DOA resolution we have to enlarge the array aperture which increases the load on the moving platform. Therefore, methods of extending the aperture are widely researched, such as virtual array expansion algorithms [1] [2] , data reconstruction method [3] and forth-order cumulants methods [4] [5] . But these methods are to further explore the information of received signals and do not really extend the array aperture.
Synthetic aperture technology is widely used in synthetic aperture sonar [6] and synthetic aperture radar [7] , which exploits the mobility of the platform and uses the temporal signal coherence to extend the array aperture by signal processing [8] [9] . Inspired by the synthetic aperture technology, we can use the moving array to synthesize a virtual array to expand the array aperture.
This paper combines the moving array with the nested array [10] and proposes a DOA estimation method with the synthetic nested array using moving sensor. Firstly, the signal model of the moving single sensor is established by selecting the appropriate sampling time interval, then the equivalent nested array is constructed and the DOA estimation is performed using the spatial smooth MUSIC (SS-MUSIC) method. To facilitate the performance analysis and mainly to compare the difference between the synthetic and real array method, we do not consider the effect of the signal model error.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The data models of single moving sensor and nested array are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose the DOA estimation method with synthetic nested array using moving sensor. Section 4 analyzes the performance of the synthetic array while numerical simulations are provided in Section 5. At last, Section 6 concludes the paper. signals of different sources are not relevant; 2) the angles do not change during the synthetic period; 3) the time needed for synthesis is less than the maximum correlation time of the signal; 4) signal frequency and sensor's velocity are known. 
where m A is the signal amplitude which is considered to be constant in the synthetic period; f and c stand for signal frequency and velocity of light respectively; ( ) , then the received signals can be expressed as
where
stands for the steering vector for the i-th target; λ is the wavelength and i d ∈ Φ is the sensor location;
 is the white Gaussian noise vector.
DOA estimation method with synthetic nested array using moving sensor
Define the unit sampling periodT Lt = , intercept L sample points of signal received by the moving sensor at time ( 1, 2,... )
, and construct the data matrix
represents L sample points during the period T and the number of rows stands for the number of data segments.
According to the data model in (1), we can obtain the following equation while ignore the noise
where It can be seen that the received signal matrix here is similar to the received signal matrix of the real array: the elements of each column in X are equivalent to the snapshots of the real array, and each row of X is equivalent to the signals received by one sensor, which means the number of rows of X is equivalent to the number of sensors in the real array. In general, we use the data received by one single sensor constructing a data matrix which is equivalent to the data matrix received by a longer real array. This process is called moving array synthetic process. The l-th column of X can be represented as 
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The covariance matrix of (3) can be expressed as 2 ,
where 2 2 2 1 2 , ,...,
Vectorize the covariance matrix in (7) and the observing vector can be represented by 
Performance analysis
Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) [12] for phase Ω can be represented as
As models for the real array and the synthetic array are consistent when analyze the deviation of phase difference rk Ω and vk Ω , and under the assumption i i d vT = , we can get that CRB for corresponding real array and synthetic array is the same. It means in the ideal case the synthetic nested array using moving sensor proposed above can have the same DOA estimation performance with the corresponding real nested array.
Simulation results
In this section, numerical simulations are provided to validate the effectiveness of the proposed synthetic nested array using moving sensor. For the real nested array, 
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5.1 MUSIC spectrum. Fig.4 depicts the spectrum by exploiting SS-MUSIC algorithm with synthetic and real nested array, where SNR=10dB and L=500, for the real nested array L means snapshots while for the synthetic nested array L stands for the number of sample points in one data segment. It is clearly that both two arrays can detect all targets. 
RMSE performance of different arrays.
We employ SS-MUCIC to study the RMSE performance of DOA estimation with the proposed synthetic nested array, real nested array [11] and synthetic ULA [9] . As there are 9 targets impinging on the array, to detect all the targets the synthetic ULA need 10 segments at least which is similar to a real ULA with 10 sensors. Thus, for the real and synthetic nested array L=500, and for synthetic ULA ' /10 6 500 /10 300 L NL = = × = . Fig.5 captures the RMSE performance using SS-MUSIC with the three arrays above. We can get that the synthetic and real nested array have almost the same performance which corresponds to the analysis in the section above and the nested arrays perform better than the synthetic ULA when the number of data is the same, due to the nested arrays can provide more DOFs. Fig.6 illustrates performance of the synthetic nested array versus SNR and snapshots. It is shown that the performance of synthetic nested array improves with the SNR and snapshots increasing. As we assume that the time needed for synthesis is less than the maximum correlation time of the signal, so the more snapshots we use the better performance will be, but if the assumption does not hold estimation performance will get worse. The minimum temporal coherence period needed for synthesis is discussed in [14] .
Conclusion
In this paper, a synthetic nested array using moving sensor is proposed to extend the array aperture and improve DOA estimation performance. With only one single moving sensor, an equivalent synthetic nested array is formed by constructing a data matrix which is similar to the one in real arrays with sample signals at a serious of defined time. Then the traditional DOA estimation algorithm for nested arrays can be exploited, such as SS-MUSIC. In the ideal case, the performance of synthetic and real array is the same which is vilified by performance analysis and simulations.
